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Twilight by Stephenie Meyer

Teen Bella Swan is new in Forks, a small rainy Washington State
town. She’s in danger of sleepy small town monotony until she meets
Ed Cullen. Cullen just happens to be a teen vampire, who, up until
now, has managed to conceal his nature. However, now nobody is
safe, especially his new love interest, Bella herself. Cullen has an internal battle to wield between his love for Bella and his own predatory instincts. When invading vampires arrive and are after Bella, the
lovers’ situation becomes even more complicated.
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Like the Author?

Like Stories About Vampires?

Interested in Non-Fiction About Vampires?

New Moon
by Stephenie Meyer

Interview with the Vampire
by Anne Rice

The Vampire Encyclopedia
by Matthew Bunson

In this second installment, Bella grieves
for the loss of her boyfriend Ed, who
must move rather than risk his identity
being revealed. She becomes drawn into
the affairs of her friend, Jake, who, it
turns out is a werewolf!

If you liked Twilight, you may find yourself
interested in another youthful vampire,
Louis, who is trying to save the soul of
young vampiress Claudia even as he tries to
fight his own transformed
vampiric nature. Does he
CASS FIC
succeed? Find out.
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Like Supernatural Romances?
Devil May Cry
by Kenyon, Sherrilyn
This is paranormal romance author Kenyon’s 11th entry in the Dark Hunter series. Join Sin, a Sumerian fertility god
and Kat, Artemis’s servant,
FICTION
as they prevent ArmagedKENYON S

Want a Classic Gem?
I Am Legend
by Richard Matheson

A plague leaves Robert Neville seemingly
the last human survivor among vampires. He
finds fleeting companionship, but this turns
out to be a quasi-vampiress!
Does he survive?
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If you’re dying to know some piece of vampire
lore or some obscure factoid about the undead,
consult this handy and comprehensive guide to
all things vampiric. Some topics include films,
folklore, and handy ways to avoid a midnight
visitation by a vampire.
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Want Paranormal Without the Romance?
Ghosts and Grisly Things
by Ramsey Campbell
For readers seeking more variety in paranormal
works, this is a collection of paranormal short
stories by a multiple award-winning author. Entries range from a ghosts to vamFICTION
pires to rampages.
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